WHERE THE MONEY GOES

Meet Jamie! Jamie is a child who wants to succeed. All Jamie needs is an opportunity.

LET'S GO!

2+2=4
A Good Early Education Puts Jamie on the Right Path

Healthy Foods Help Jamie Focus in the Classroom

Jamie Misses Less School because of Quality Healthcare

Jamie’s Diploma Opens Doors to Opportunities

Jamie’s Parents Find Jobs and Move towards Financial Stability

Jamie’s Parents Save More of Their Hard Earned Money

Jamie Earns a High School Diploma

Jamie Gives Back And Helps Build a Stronger Community

WE ALL WIN!

United Way brings communities together to lift millions of “Jammies”. UNITE in the fight against POVERTY by making a difference in EDUCATION, FINANCIAL STABILITY & HEALTH.

WHERE THERE’S A YOU, THERE’S A WAY!
UWMID SOUTH.ORG